Zhukov, the Russian Hero
Original Screenplay
Synopsis
This is the motion picture story about a peasant boy who was first conscripted into
the military and rose to the position of one of the greatest Generals of all time.
During a new assignment in the isolated Siberian frontier, at the time the Japanese
military began probing skirmishes for any weaknesses of the Soviet Union’s frontiers, he
confronted the situation with astounding deployment of tanks, troops, false propaganda
by distribution of misleading information on the battle front, and a decision to take no
prisoners alive as a lesson to the Japanese invaders. His actions were and military
prowess came at a time of new Communist control over his homeland and government
that was ruled by the “Boss” known to the world as Stalin!
From the moment he took command of the battles at Khalkhin-Gol his achievements
became legendary.
Abruptly, General Zhukov was ordered to Moscow during the terror of the vicious
German machine attacking the suburbs of Moscow itself. Stalin’s need for a successful
“General” was crucial to his very survival and the survival of the “Motherland” that
required unprecedented patriotism and a strategy to turn the war around. Stalin’s need of
Zhukov’s talents for victory was without question crucial during that moment in history!
Zhukov and Stalin put together a plan to move a whole new army up against the Germans
in extreme haste and a non-aggression peace treaty with the Japanese affords their plan
to work.
In the later battles Zhukov, Stalin scorns Zhukov’s military advice only to learn that
Zkukov’s assessment was correct. From that point on, Zkukov was to assemble a million
men, artillery and tanks to surround Field Marshall Palus at Stalingrad who had 90,000
troops German troops under his command. Russian victory for the first time was
overwhelming evident. At this time, in the vicious world of war, Georgy Zhukov displayed
a spectacular human trait, called mercy. He goes into the office of the “Boss” requesting
the right to offer a unique offer for the German surrender with guarantees every German
soldier would receive food, medical attention, and return home after the war. This offer
would only be afforded once.
This screenplay incorporates the humanitarian and shocked trauma of the Red Army
during the liberation of Auschwitz by observing first hand, the Nazi atrocities.
Zhukov during the attack on Berlin again uses psychological warfare such massive
spotlights and a strategy of not one step back in his quest to Berlin.
In the finale of the screenplay Zhukov rides his white stallion before his victorious
army leading them and the captured Germans into the Kremlin “Red Square”.
This is the story of Zhukov, the Russian Hero!
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